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Abstract
We present a multigrid approach that combats the quadratic growth of the number
of parameters with respect to the number of channels in standard convolutional
neural networks (CNNs). It has been shown that there is a redundancy in standard
CNNs, as networks with much sparser convolution operators can yield similar
performance to full networks. The sparsity patterns that lead to such behavior, how-
ever, are typically random, hampering hardware efficiency. In this work, we present
a multigrid-in-channels approach for building CNN architectures that achieves full
coupling of the channels, and whose number of parameters is linearly proportional
to the width of the network. To this end, we replace each convolution layer in a
generic CNN with a multilevel layer consisting of structured (i.e., grouped) convo-
lutions. Our examples from supervised image classification show that applying this
strategy to residual networks and MobileNetV2 considerably reduces the number
of parameters without negatively affecting accuracy. Therefore, we can widen
networks without dramatically increasing the number of parameters or operations.
1 Introduction
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [21] have achieved inspiring accuracy for image classification,
semantic segmentation, and many other imaging tasks [20, 8]. The essential idea behind CNNs is to
define the linear operators in the neural network as convolutions with small dimensional kernels. This
increases the computational efficiency of the network (compared to the original class of networks)
due to the essentially sparse operators, and the considerable reduction in the number of weights.
CNNs are among the most effective computational tools for processing high-dimensional data. The
general trend in the development of CNNs has been to make deeper and more complicated networks
to achieve higher accuracy [32].
In practical applications of CNNs, the network’s feature maps are divided into channels and the
number of channels, c, can be defined as the width of the layer. A standard CNN layer connect
any input channel with any output channel. Hence, the number of convolution kernels per layer is
equal to the product of the number of input channels and output channels. Assuming the number of
output channels is proportional to the number of input channels, this O(c2) growth of operations
and parameters causes immense computational challenges. When the number of channels is large,
convolutions are the most computationally expensive part of training and prediction.
This trend is exacerbated by wide architectures with several hundred or thousand of channels, which
are particularly effective in classification tasks that involve a large number of classes. The width
of a network is critical both in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency compared to deeper,
narrower networks [41]. However, the quadratic scaling causes the number of weights to reach
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Figure 1: An illustration of a three-level multigrid (additive) cycle for 16 input channels. The group
size is 4 in each of the convolutions. Restrict and Prolong are the grid transfer operators are .
hundreds of millions and beyond [17], and the computational resources (power and memory) needed
for training and running ever-growing CNNs surpasses the resources of common systems [2]. This
motivates us to design more efficient network architectures with competitive performance.
Contribution We propose network architectures whose layers connect all channels with only O(c)
convolutions and number of weights. For a given computational budget, this linear scaling allows us
to use wider, deeper, and essentially more expressive networks. To this end, we develop multigrid-
in-channel approaches that achieve “global” connectivity of the channels using multigrid cycles
consisting of grouped convolutions. Each level in the cycle acts on a particular “scale” (width) in
the channel space. Coarser levels in the cycle are defined by averaging representative channels from
different groups and applying grouped convolutions on those averaged representatives. Therefore,
coarser levels have fewer channels and can effectively connect different fine-level groups. The
multigrid idea can be realized in many different ways and we propose two variants: a simple, additive
approach (see also Fig. 1) and a more advanced, and more effective, multiplicative approach. We
stress that, due to the multigrid cycle, our network overcomes the limitation of grouped convolutions
that limit the connectivity to small groups only which is not expressive enough in general
Motivation Multigrid methods [37] are primarily used to solve differential equations and other
graphical problems related to diffusion processes (e.g., Markov chains, [31, 35]). Generally, multigrid
methods utilize a hierarchy of grids. They are based on a principle that a local process on a fine
grid can only effectively “smooth” the error in an iterative solution process. That error can be
approximated by a suitable procedure on a coarser grid leading to two advantages. First, coarse grid
procedures are less expensive (have fewer grid points or nodes) than fine grid procedures. Second,
traversing different scales leads to faster convergence of the solution process. Another way to look
at this process is that the multigrid hierarchy efficiently transfers information across all the grid
points using local processing only, at different levels. Classical multigrid methods rely on multiscale
representation of functions in space, but can also be used to tackle long processes in time [7]. In this
work, we leverage this idea to the width of the network (number of channels) to prevent the known
redundancy in the number of parameters in CNNs. By imposing a fixed grouped connectivity in
channels, we keep the number of convolutions linearly proportional to the network’s width.
2 Related work
Multigrid methods in deep learning Multigrid has been abundantly applied across the computa-
tional sciences, e.g., in partial differential equations [31, 35] and sparse optimization [36, 34] to name
a few. In training CNNs, multigrid has been used, e.g., to warm-start the training of networks on
high resolution images with training on low-resolution images [10], adopting a multiscale approach
in space. Similarly, [26, 18] define multiscale architectures that extract and combine features from
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different resolution images scales. The DeepLabV3 architecture for semantic segmentation [5] also
exploits multiscale representations. Multigrid has also been used in the layer (or in time) dimension
for residual networks, e.g., to warm-starting the training of a deep network by interpolating the
weights of a trained shallow network with a larger step size [3] and to parallelize the training through
the layers [9]. The above works apply the multigrid idea either in space or in layers (depth), while in
this work we apply the multigrid idea in the channel space.
Pruning and sparsity Reducing the number of parameters in CNNs by limiting the connectivity
between channels has been a central theme recently. Among the first approaches are the methods
of pruning [13, 12, 22] and sparsity [4, 11] that have been typically applied to already trained
networks. It has been shown that once a network is trained, a lot of its weights can be removed
without hampering its efficiency. However, the resulting connectivity of these processes may typically
be unstructured, which may leads to inefficient deployment of the networks on hardware. While
pruning does not save computations during training, it still serves as a proof-of-concept that the full
connectivity between channels is unnecessary, and that there is a redundancy in CNNs [24].
Depth-wise, group-wise, and shuffle convolutions Another recent effort to reduce the number of
parameters in networks is to define architectures based on separable convolutions [16, 30, 38, 33, 6].
These CNNs use spatial depth-wise convolution, which filter each input channel separately, and
point-wise 1×1 convolutions, which couple all the channels. A popular architecture is the MobileNet,
which involves significantly fewer parameters since the fully coupled operators use only 1×1 stencils.
The majority of the weights in MobileNetV2 [30] are in the point-wise operators as this scales with
O(c2). The strength of MobileNetV2 [30], and EfficientNet [33] that improved it, is the inverse
bottleneck structure, that takes a quite narrow network (with relatively few channels) and expand it
by a significant factor to perform the depth-wise and non-linear activation. This way, the number
of parameters that scale quadratically in width is relatively small compared to the number of spatial
convolutions and activations. The ShuffleNet [42, 23] reduces the parameters of the point-wise
operator by applying 1× 1 convolutions to half of the channels and then shuffling them.
3 Preliminaries and notation
A popular CNN architectures is the residual network (ResNet) [14, 15] whose l-th layer is
xl+1 = xl +Kl2(σ(N (Kl1σ(N (xl)))), (1)
where xl and xl+1 are input and output features, respectively, Kl2 and Kl1 represent convolution
operators, and σ is a non-linear point-wise activation function, typically the ReLU function σ(x) =
max(x, 0). N is a normalization operator often chosen to be a batch normalization. In classification
problems, an input image x0 is filtered by L layers, given by (1) and occasional pooling, resulting
in xL, which is used as the input of a linear classifier to determine the class of x0. L represents the
depth of the network. In typical ResNets, the layer (1) is the main driving force of the network, and is
the dominating computational operation. While (1) is used in the original ResNet, deeper networks
are typically based on the “bottleneck” ResNet version that includes three convolutions per layer
xl+1 = xl +Kl3σ(N (Kl2(σ(N (Kl1σ(N (xl)))). (2)
Here, Kl1 and Kl3 are fully coupled 1× 1 convolutions, and Kl2 is a 3× 3 convolution, which can
be a grouped (or depth-wise) convolution to reduce the number of parameters and increase the ratio
between activations and parameters [30, 39].
A standard convolution layer takes a tensor of size dh · dw · cin representing cin channels of feature
maps with dh · dw pixels each. The output consists of cout feature maps, where each one is a linear
sum of the cin input maps, convolved with a kernel, typically of size 3 × 3 or 1 × 1. Hence, the
convolution layer requires O(cin · cout · dh · dw · dk1 · dk2) operations, where dk1 · dk2 is the size of
the convolution kernel. In matrix form the convolution operators Kli in (1) have the form
Kli =
 C1,1 C1,2 C1,3 C1,4C2,1 C2,2 C2,3 C2,4C3,1 C3,2 C3,3 C3,4
C4,1 C4,2 C4,3 C4,4
 , (3)
where Ci,j is a sparse matrix associated with the i, j-th convolution kernel. Overall, each convolution
layer consists of cin·cout convolutions. Since practical implementations of convolutional ResNets (and
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variants) often use hundreds or thousands of channels, the full coupling leads to large computational
costs and to millions of parameters for each layer, which may not always be unnecessary.
4 Multigrid-in-channels CNN architectures
Our architectures achieve full coupling with only O(cin) convolutions by replacing the dense (in
channel-space) operator in (3) with a sparse, structured, and load-balanced multigrid scheme. Thereby
we can model wider networks for a given budget of parameters and floating point operations (FLOPs).
We refer to a convolution operator Cij in (3) to be a connection between channels i and j, and we
wish to limit this connectivity. To this end, we use a multigrid scheme that restricts the connectivity
between channels by combining grouped convolutions—a known operator that is available in common
frameworks. In matrix form, the grouped operator is given by
Kgrouped =
 C1,1 C1,2C2,1 C2,2 C3,3 C3,4
C4,3 C4,4
 . (4)
More precisely, the ResNet step in (1) with fully coupled Kl1 and Kl2 provides interactions between
all the channels. However, if the block structure in (4) is used, most of the interactions between
channels are ignored, and a few are computed. Since limiting the interactions between channels may
reduce performance, we impose these connections using a multigrid hierarchy in the channels.
Multigrid hierarchy The key idea of our multigrid architecture is to design hierarchy of grids in the
channel space (also referred as “levels”), where the number of channels in the finest level corresponds
to the width of the network, and number of channels is halved between the levels. Our multigrid
architecture is first defined with a suitable CNN step, like one of the ResNet steps in (1)-(2), which is
applied on each level at each cycle. On the finest and intermediate grids we only connect disjoint
groups of channels using convolution operators like (4). These convolutions have O(cin) parameters,
as we keep the group size fixed throughout the network, and as the network widens the number of
groups grows. Interactions between different groups of channels are introduced on coarser grids. On
the coarsest grid, we couple all channels using operators like(3), but note that the coarse grid only
involves significantly fewer channels, which lowers the computational costs.
Grid transfer To reduce the channel dimension we use a restriction operator R ∈ R cin2 ×cin , which
is a sparse 1× 1 convolution defined below. We compute the coarse feature maps of the fine feature
map x by xc = Rx. In a two-level setting, the fully coupled CNN step is applied on the coarse
grid feature maps, xc. This step couples all channels but involves only (cin · cout)/4 instead of
cin · cout convolutions. Afterwards, we use a prolongation operator P ∈ Rcout×
cout
2 to obtain the
output feature map with cout channels.
4.1 A vanilla additive multigrid cycle
The simplest version of the multigrid cycle resembles the so-called “additive” multigrid cycle [37, 28],
which is often used to parallelize multigrid computations. We define the two-level additive version of
the ResNet layer in (1) as
xc = Rxl (5)
xc = xc +Kl1(σ(N (Kl2σ(N (xc))))) (6)
z = N (P (xc −Rxl)) (7)
xl+1 = xl + z+K
grouped
l3
(σ(N (Kgroupedl4 σ(N (xl))))) (8)
The operators Kgroupedli are grouped operators, and Kl1 ,Kl2 are fully coupled operators. As said
above, R,P are 1 × 1 sparse tensors that downsample and upsample the dimensions of channels,
respectively. An illustration of this architecture using three levels is presented in Fig. 1. A multilevel
cycle is applied by repeating the dimensionality reduction process again and again before finally
applying the fully coupled convolution. The coarse-grid correction step in (13) is the so-called
τ -correction, which is commonly used in non-linear multigrid schemes—we elaborate on this point
below. This multigrid cycle is repeated in the network (as a block), where each cycle has the number
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of levels corresponding to the number of channels in the network. We define the coarsest grid when
the number of channels reaches a certain threshold, e.g., the group size. Therefore, the multgrid
approach is most attractive for wide networks, where many levels can be added.
The choice of transfer operators P andR The transfer operators play an important role in multigrid
methods. The restriction R maps the fine-level feature map to problem and state of the iterative
solution onto the coarse grid, and the prolongation P acts in the opposite direction. In essence, in the
coarsening process we loose information, since we reduce the dimension of the problem and the state
of the iterate. The key idea is to design P such that the coarse problem captures the subspace that
is causing the fine-grid process to be inefficient. This results in two complementary processes: the
fine-level steps (dubbed as relaxations in multigrid literature), and the coarse grid correction.
To counteract the locality of the fine level steps, we use R and P to shuffle the channels. This
allows distant channels to interact on the coarse grid. To this end, we choose P to be a sparse 1× 1
convolution operator. We choose t locations of non-zeros per row of P at random and let the network
learn those weights, starting from positive random weights that sum to 1. We typically set t equal to
the group size used in the grouped convolutions. The sparsity pattern of R equals to that of PT , so
that channels that are transferred to the coarse grid and back end up at the same locations.
4.2 Multiplicative multigrid cycles
Most existing multigrid methods use ‘multiplicative correction cycles”. As a motivation, we show
that the additive multigrid cycle shown in (5)-(8) and in Fig. 1 can be interpreted as a single ResNet
step (if indeed the chosen CNN step is ResNet). Ignoring the normalization and grouped notation,
the additive three-level cycle in Fig. 1 can be unfolded to
xl+1 = xl + Pl1Pl2Kl1σ(Kl2Rl2Rl1σ(xl)) + Pl1Kl3σ(Kl4Rl1σ(xl)) +Kl5σ(Kl6σ(xl)). (9)
These actions are algebraically identical to the ResNet step
xl+1 = xl + [Kl5 Pl1Kl3 Pl1Pl2Kl1 ]σ
([
Kl6
Kl4Rl1
Kl2Rl1Rl1
]
σ(x)
)
. (10)
Hence, the additive multigrid cycle is a CNN step with convolution operators of a special multigrid-
in-channels structure that couple all channels with linear complexity in width. While this is beneficial
to support parallel computations, its simplicity may limit the expressiveness of architecture.
To achieve longer (or deeper) paths and increase expressiveness by introducing more consecutive
activation layers, we now derive the multiplicative correction cycles. Here, we let the information
propagate through the network levels sequentially, which leads to the multiplicative two-level cycle
xc = Rxl (11)
xc = xc +Kl3(σ(N (Kl4σ(N (xc))))) (12)
xl = xl +N (P (xc −Rxl)) (13)
xl+1 = xl +K
grouped
6 (σ(N (Kgrouped5 σ(N (xl))))). (14)
Compared to (5)-(8), the CNN step in (14) is applied on xl after the coarse grid correction. Algorithm
1 summarizes the multigrid cycle in more detail. We note that in channel-changing steps, i.e., when
we are enlarging the number of channels (and typically also pool or stride), the sequential structure of
the multiplicative cycle in (11)-(14) makes it difficult to mix resolutions (both in image and channel
spaces), hence for those steps we may revert to the additive multigrid version.
The τ -correction and scaling of coarse grid correction The τ -corrections in (7) and (13) are
the standard way to apply multigrid cycles to solve non-linear problems [37, 40]. In (7) this can
be simplified to z = N (Pxc) by reducing the skip connection in (6). While this is a natural
simplification for ResNets, it requires us to change the ResNet step and remove the skip connection
on the coarser grids. This may introduce the problem of vanishing gradients that stems from the
consecutive R’s and P ’s. The τ correction in (13) introduces an identity mapping on all steps and
levels, which is the property needed for preventing vanishing gradients; see [15]. Also, it is common
in multigrid to either dampen or amplify the coarse grid correction [31, 40].
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Algorithm 1: Multiplicative multigrid-in-channels cycle
Algorithm: x←MGCycle(x, sg ,nlevels ,).
# Inputs: x - input feature map. sg: group size. nlevels: maximal number of levels.
# CNN-Step: A CNN forward basic step, e.g. a ResNet step.
# Going down the levels, starting from z0 = x
for j = 0 : nlevels do
zj+1 = Rjzj
end
# On the coarsest level we perform a fully coupled CNN step:
znlevels ←CNN-Step(znlevels)
# Going up the levels:
for j = nlevels − 1 : 0 do
zj ← zj +N (Pj(zj+1 −Rjzj))
zj ←CNN-Step(zj , group_size = sg)
end
return x = z0.
4.3 The total number of parameters and computational cost of a cycle
Consider a case where we have c channels in the network, and we apply a multigrid cycle using d× d
convolution kernels and groups size of sg. Such a grouped convolution has c · sg · d2 parameters.
Each coarsening step divides c by 2, until the coarsest level is reached and a fully coupled convolution
with c2coarse · d2 parameters is used. For p levels, the number of parameters is
p∑
j=0
(
sg · c · d2
2j
)
+
c2 · d2
2p
< 2
(
sg · c · d2
)
+
c2 · d2
2p
. (15)
If p is large (e.g. in wide networks), we can neglect the second term and get O(sg · c · d2) parameters.
5 Experiments
We compare our proposed multigrid approach to a standard fully-coupled ResNet and MobileNetV2
[30] for image classification tasks using the CIFAR10/100 and ImageNet dataset. The CIFAR-10/100
datasets [19] consists of 60k natural images of size 32× 32 with labels assigning each image into
one of ten categories (for CIFAR10) or hundred categories (for CIFAR100). The data are split into
50K training and 10K test sets. The ImageNet [1] challenge ILSVRC consists of over 1.28M images
of size 224× 224 with labels assigning each image into one of 1000 classes where each class has 50
validation images. We use a different network architecture for each data set to reflect its difficulty.
Our experiments are performed with the PyTorch software [25].
Our focus is to compare how different architectures perform using a relatively small number of param-
eters on the one hand, and how expanding the network’s width improves the accuracy even though
the number of additional parameters scales linearly. We use the established ResNet architectures as
the baseline for comparison and use the same structure of those ResNets, only with multigrid cycles.
On ImageNet, we also test the multigrid cycle in established MobileNet.
Our networks consist of several blocks preceded by an opening 3 × 3 convolutional layer, which
initially increases the number of channels. In the ImageNet dataset (Table 2), we used a an opening
layer of a strided 7 × 7 convolution followed by max pooling. After the opening layers, there are
several blocks, each consisting of several ResNet steps whose number varies between the different
experiments. Each convolution is applied in addition to a ReLU activation and batch normalization,
as described in (1). In the multigrid version, each block performs the multigrid cycle, whether it
is the multiplicative or additive cycle. To increase the number of channels and to downsample the
image, we concatenate the feature maps with a depth-wise convolution applied to the same channels,
thus doubling the number of channels. This is followed by an average pooling layer.
Our multigrid versions of the MobileNets replace the 1× 1 in the inverted residual structure with a
grouped convolution. Here, the 1 × 1 convolution in the coarse grid channel is fully coupled. We
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Table 1: Classification results for CIFAR-10/100 datasets. Keeping the same basic architectures we
study the impact of the channels, group size and coarse grid channel on the test accuracy. The channel
repetitions structure is 2-3-3-3 for CIFAR10 and 3-5-7-4 for CIFAR100. ‘*’ denotes the additive
multigrid cycle. MG = Ours.
CIFAR10
Architecture Channels Group Size Coarsest cin Params[M] Test acc.
ResNet 8-16-32-64 – – 0.27 90.4%
ResNet 16-32-64-128 – – 1.1 93.3%
ResNet 32-64-128-256 – – 4.7 94.5%
MG-ResNet* 16-32-64-128 8 16 0.22 89.4%
MG-ResNet 16-32-64-128 8 16 0.22 91.5%
MG-ResNet 16-32-64-128 16 16 0.41 92.6%
MG-ResNet 32-64-128-256 8 16 0.46 92.8%
MG-ResNet 32-64-128-256 16 16 0.87 93.8%
MG-ResNet 64-128-256-512 8 16 0.94 93.4%
MG-ResNet 64-128-256-512 16 16 1.8 94.4%
CIFAR100
Architecture Channels Group Size Coarsest cin Params[M] Test acc.
ResNet 64-128-256-512 – – 28.9 78.5%
MG-ResNet 64-128-256-512 16 64 3 75.0%
MG-ResNet 64-128-256-512 32 32 5.7 75.6%
MG-ResNet 64-128-256-512 32 64 5.6 76.5%
MG-ResNet 128-256-512-1024 16 64 6.1 75.9%
MG-ResNet 128-256-512-1024 32 32 11.7 77.9%
MG-ResNet 128-256-512-1024 32 64 11.6 78.1%
MG-ResNet 256-512-1024-2048 16 64 12.3 76.1%
MG-ResNet 256-512-1024-2048 32 32 23.7 78.7%
MG-ResNet 256-512-1024-2048 32 64 23.6 79.5%
used the standard MobileNet steps to increase the channels or downsample the image. The last block
consists of a pooling layer that averages each channel’s map to a single pixel. Finally, we use a
fully-connected linear classifier with softmax and cross-entropy loss. We train all networks from
scratch, i.e., no pre-trained weights are used.
As optimization strategy for ImageNet, we use momentum SGD with a mini-batch size of 200 for
180 epochs. The learning rate starts at 0.1 and is divided by 10 every 30 epochs. The training of
MG-MobileNetV2 is performed differently, like [30]. The weight decay is 0.0001, and the momentum
is 0.9. The strategy for the other data sets is similar, with slight changes in the number of epochs,
batch sizes and the timing for reducing the learning rate. We use standard data augmentation, i.e.,
random resizing, cropping, and horizontal flipping.
Our classification results are given in Tables 1-2, where we chose several typical configurations of
group size for the sparse convolutions, channel width and the coarse grid channel threshold which
determines the number of channels for which we perform the fully connected convolution. The results
show the linear cost of increasing the network’s width instead of the quadratic cost in the ResNet
and MobileNet. Thus, a multigrid network can be expanded at a linear cost, outperform the original
ResNet network, and can be competitive with other well-known networks.
Influence of groups, width, and coarse grid threshold We show the classification accuracy of
multigrid with different configurations of group size, width, and the number of levels on the CI-
FAR10/100 data. To highlight differences in performance, we use small networks. Table 1 presents
the classification results. As expected, increasing the width and group sizes adds weights to the
network and improves accuracy. For both data sets, we reach the same accuracy as the base ResNet
with fewer weights. We also tested additive cycle whose performance, as predicted by the theory, was
inferior to the multiplicative cycle; one representative configuration is shown for CIFAR10.
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Table 2: Comparison of classification results for ImageNet using different networks. MG = Ours.
ImageNet
Architecture Channels Group Size Coarsest cin Params[M] Test acc.
ResNet34 64-128-256-512 – – 21.8 74.0%
MG-ResNet34 64-128-256-512 32 64 4.6 72.2%
MG-ResNet34 96-192-384-768 32 64 8.8 74.5%
MG-ResNet34 128-256-512-1024 32 64 11.7 75.4%
MobileNetV2 [30] 1.0 – – 3.4 72.0%
MobileNetV2 [30] 1.4 – – 6.9 74.7%
MG-MobileNetV2 1.0 32 64 3.0 71.7%
MG-MobileNetV2 2.0 32 64 6.0 73.9%
ImageNet Classification The results on the ImageNet dataset show that the Multigrid version of
ResNet is lighter but less accurate. Nevertheless, its width can be expanded to consume significantly
fewer parameters yet outperform the original ResNet. In the multigrid version of MobileNet, we
kept several layers as in the original network. For example, the channel-changing steps and the last
two linear layers, which include many parameters. Hence, the reduction of parameters between
MobileNet and MG-MobileNet is not as significant as in ResNet architecture. However, when
doubling the channels’ width, we receive a network that consumes fewer parameters than the original
1.4 expansion of MobileNetV2 and achieves a comparable accuracy.
6 Advantages and Limitations
Full Coupling By using local processes on coarser grids or graphs, multigrid methods make distant
fine-grid nodes “closer”, allowing information to travel between distant nodes in minimal effort. This
leads to a full coupling between the unknowns of the problem, and in our context, all feature channels.
Computational Efficiency Our scheme reduces the number of convolution operators in standard
CNNs, which leads to fewer weights and FLOPs. Since computations remains structured, it can
be implemented easily using grouped convolutions in the channel space and leads to a balanced
computational load on parallel hardware. Some of the high-level multigrid cycle ingredients can also
be parallelized. As wider networks require more memory for hidden features, we use checkpointing.
Generality Our multigrid layer can be employed in a variety of CNNs. We demonstrate this using
variants of residual networks (e.g. ResNet [14], ResNeXt [39], MobileNet [30]) ResNets but note that
it can also be attractive for U-Nets [29] or other architectures [27]. While we focus on layers with an
identical number of input and output channels, our approach can be generalized to other scenarios.
High Expressiveness-to-Parameters Ratio The expressiveness of the network can be defined as the
complexity of the high-dimensional functions that the network can approximate. Roughly speaking,
given a general structure of the architecture, the network is more expressive as the number of weights,
and non-linear activations grow. Since the vast majority of our convolutions are grouped, the multigrid
architecture has more activations-per-parameters compared to the single-level architecture using the
same building blocks are used in both. Hence, the multigrid version of any single layer architecture is,
in principle, more expressive (and more complex) given the same number of parameters and FLOPs.
Training Times The reduction of the number of parameters currently does not translate to faster
training times. This is due to the inefficient implementation of grouped convolutions on modern
GPUs, which also affects other reduced architectures. We note that this may change with the increased
use of reduced CNNs, which are needed for resource-limited hardware (e.g., mobile devices).
7 Conclusions
We present a novel multigrid-in-channels approach that improves the efficiency of convolutional
networks consisting of many channels, c. Such wide networks are popular for classification tasks,
however, due to the use of fully-coupled convolutions the number of weights and FLOPS are O(c2).
Applying multigrid across channels, we achieve full coupling through a multilevel hierarchy of
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channels at only O(c) cost. As demonstrated in our experiments using two common architectures,
our approach achieves higher or comparable accuracies at a given budget. Our multigrid convolution
model is not specific to ResNet or MobileNet and can be used in other wide architectures.
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